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Introduction 

 The purpose of this pack is to provide teachers and students with some examples 

of responses to GCSE French. 

 The sample assessment materials which these responses are based on can be 

found on the Pearson website. 

 In this pack, you will find a small sample of responses, an examiner commentary 

and the mark scheme for each question. 

 The responses are all from students and we have retained their original responses 

where possible. 

 We will add to these exemplar packs throughout the year. 

 If you have any enquiries regarding these materials or have any other questions 

about the course, please contact our subject advisor team on 

TeachingLanguages@pearson.com.

TeachingLanguages@pearson.com
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Section A: Questions 1-6 

Question 1 – Candidate exemplar and mark scheme 
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Examiner comment: 

This is a crossover question, which also appears in the Foundation Tier paper. The 

candidate uses the passage to answer each of the questions correctly and gains 3 
marks. In this question, candidates require an understanding of tenses to identify 

correct responses. For example ‘L’année dernière, le festival était dans le sud’ but 
‘cette année, il va partir pour le nord’. Candidates with a weak grasp of tenses 
may arrive at an incorrect answer to question 1(a).
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Question 2 – Candidate exemplar and mark scheme 
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Examiner comment: 

The candidate uses the text to identify the correct answers and gains 4 marks. 
This literary text contains vocabulary from the core generic vocabulary (listed in 

Appendix 3 in the specification) which is targeted in the questions asked. It is a 
crossover question which also appears in the Foundation Tier paper. Familiarity 

with the vocabulary and structures contained in the specification is essential for 
success in this question. 
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Question 3 – Candidate exemplar and mark scheme 
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Examiner comment: 

The candidate uses the internet chat forum to identify the correct answers and 
gains 5 marks. Careful reading of the text is necessary in order for candidates to 

locate the correct answers. For example, in question 3(c), candidates have to 
reject ‘au collège’ from ‘j’aurais voulu apprendre l’anglais au collège’ because this 

is something that Taalib would have liked to do.
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Question 4 – Candidate exemplar and mark scheme 
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Examiner comment: 

Note there is an error in the mark scheme for question 4. The correct 

answer to question 4(v) is C (because he was very ill) not D (because he 
was sad). This error will be rectified in the Sample Assessment Materials 

on the website in due course. 

The candidate uses the passage to answer 4 of the 5 questions correctly. This is a 

short literary text which has been adapted to make it accessible to candidates at 
this level. Candidates need to read the text carefully as correct responses may 

need to be deduced from dialogue, for example the correct response to question 
4(v): 
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«Parce que j’étais très malade le mois dernier,» ai-je repondu. 

Here the candidate answers incorrectly, perhaps because they didn’t read the 
dialogue carefully enough.
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Question 5 – Candidate exemplar and mark scheme 
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Examiner comment: 

The candidate uses the passage to answer each of the questions correctly and 

gains 6 marks. This question requires candidates to read the text carefully and to 
be sure that they provide a full answer to the question, as this candidate has. In 

question 5(e), for example, the response ‘work is difficult’ would not have been 
awarded a mark because it makes no reference to the fact that it is the heat that 
makes work hard.
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Question 6 – Candidate exemplar and mark scheme 
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Examiner comment: 

The candidate uses the passage to answer all questions correctly and gain all 5 

marks available. In question 6(i) all sentences are plausible answers and some 
parts of sentences may contain correct information. For example, candidates 
would need to know the word ‘printemps’ and identify that this means ‘spring’ and 

not ‘summer’ as this is the only aspect of statement A which is incorrect. 
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Section B: Questions 7-9 

Question 7 – Candidate exemplar and mark scheme 
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Examiner comment: 

The candidate uses the passage to answer each of the questions correctly and 

gains 5 marks. This question requires candidates to understand time frames and a 
number of tenses, as well as grammatical features such as ‘plus que’ and ‘moins 
que’ in order to identify the correct options. Careful reading of both the text and 

the statements and multiple choice options is necessary as many of the distracting 
options are also mentioned in the text. This question is a crossover question which 

also appears in the Foundation Tier paper.
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Question 8 – Candidate exemplar and mark scheme 
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Examiner comment: 

The candidate uses the passage to answer each of the questions correctly and 

gains 5 marks. This question is a crossover one which also appears on the 
Foundation Tier paper. Candidates need to read and understand both the text and 

gap-fill statements and missing words in order to complete the question 
successfully. Candidates are required to identify key phrases and words such as 

‘bien manger’ and deduce that this means ‘bons restaurants’, or to link ‘les 
animaux’ with ‘parc zoologique’. 
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Question 9 – Candidate exemplar and mark scheme 
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Examiner comment: 

The candidate uses the passage to answer all of the questions correctly and gains 
5 marks. This question requires candidates to read and understand both the text 

and questions posed in French which follow the order of the text. The candidate 
then needs to extract appropriate information from the original passage, adapting 

this as necessary and ignoring any irrelevant information. It is important not to lift 
too much information from the text as this may stop the mark being awarded. 
Candidates should be aware that it is not necessary to write in full sentences. For 

example, in question 9(b) this candidate has given the very succinct and correct 
response of ‘deux tiers’. 
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Section C: Question 10 

Question 10 – question and mark scheme 
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Candidate A: 

 

 

Examiner comment: 

The meaning of the passage is partially conveyed. The candidate correctly 

translates isolated phrases such as ‘continue to use their phones’ and ‘difficult to 
enforce’ as well as ‘phones are forbidden during exams’. There are major errors, 
such as the opening sentence where the meaning is completely opposite and also 

the third sentence where the implication is that homework is no longer done on 
paper but on a smartphone. Incorrect tenses/plurals also prevent the meaning 

being conveyed. 

 

3 marks 
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Candidate B: 

 

 

Examiner comment: 

The candidate mostly communicates the meaning of the passage but occasional 

errors, in the first and last sentences in particular, affect the clarity of the 
translation. Some parts of the translation have been quite well done and this 
translation was awarded 4 marks. 

 

4 marks 
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Candidate C: 

 

 

 

Examiner comment: 

The candidate mostly communicates the meaning of the passage. The occasional 
errors in translation in the third sentence affect the flow of the translation with the 

word ‘agenda’ rather than ‘diaries’, and the last sentence contains inexact syntax. 

 

5 marks 
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Candidate D: 

 

 

Examiner comment: 

The candidate mostly communicates the meaning of the passage. The occasional 

errors, such as ‘the mobiles phones’ rather than just ‘mobile phones’ and the 
syntax in the second sentence, do affect the clarity of the translation and prevent 
the candidate from gaining the full 7 marks. 

 

6 marks 
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Candidate E: 

 

 

Examiner comment: 

The meaning of the passage is fully communicated. There are some small errors, 

such as ‘homeworks’ and the use of ‘will’ rather than ‘would’ in the last sentence, 
but these do not detract from the overall effectiveness of the translation. 

 

7 marks 

 

 


